Position #1 – Martha Spiers and Michelle Stroh Responses:

My responses to questions for Ms. Debbie Ethell for the OC Board
article with the ethics investigation.
1.If this situation had occurred while I was on the OC school
board, I most definitely would have done the job I was elected to
do. There should have been a full non bias investigation, where all
evidence was submitted and thoroughly read and understood.
Interviews would have been conducted with those involved to
clarify any missing parts or answer any questions. I would have
seen roles assigned, such a lead two-person committee and they
would make sure that all checks and balances were complete
before presenting to the administration. This situation brought
victims forward looking for support to a situation that was much
bigger than they could handle and by reading the information you
provided to me, I feel that they continued to be victimized until
the ethics committee found the Head Coach guilty. This was
unacceptable. This would also be an excellent opportunity to look
at current policies and see if improvement is needed. Should
improvement be needed, get at committee started and fix the
policy so that this does not happen again.
2. I absolutely would have read everything submitted to me. I
would have looked even further into the reports and cross
reference the information given to me. If I had discovered the
falsified report, I would immediately copy and highlight my
discovery and present to my fellow board members, if I was met
with resistance and I had to present to administration, I would do
so and if I still felt that my discovery wasn’t taken seriously or
action taken to follow through, I would go above the
administration. There was ample evidence to get the Ethics
committee and the Clackamas County D.A involved. There are

real victims in this case and the current board and administration
failed them.
3. I am a strong leader. I can present my objections respectfully
and stand my ground. I do not allow myself to be intimidated and
I am fair. If I am elected by my community to serve on the
Oregon City School Board, my lone strong voice will be much
more powerful, as I would be the voice for my community. If you
chose to step up to take on a leadership role in your community,
you must be willing to stand for what is right and not take the easy
way out of any situation. You are elected by the community to
represent them ,the students and families of this district.
4. I will vow to uphold the policies set forth before me as an
Oregon City School Board Member. It would be an honor and a
privilege to represent my community and restore an ethical and a
transparent board, which was absent from the current board.I will
bring a level of professionalism and contribute to the meetings in
a respectful manner. I believe that if you are an elected officer,
you are held to a higher accountability and that is what makes any
regular board better for all in the community.

